
CRITICAL APPRE OF ON HIS BLINDNESS

Almost 90 years later, publisher Thomas Newton assigned the title "On His Blindness" to the sonnet, which Milton gave
only a number (19 in his notes, 16 in the.

It was written in  Thus, in the end, the poet is quite satisfied as he is also serving God just by keeping patience.
It is a great sonnet of lofty tone and noble theme. He fears he shall not be able to use his God-given gift of
poetic composition anymore. He feels guilt and believes that if he does not put his God-given talent to use,
then he will be punished with death. But there is no division between the octave and the sestet-which is the
characteristic of Italian or Petrarchan sonnet. God does not require the service of man nor does He take back
the gift, one bestowed by Him on man. Rhetorical devices: Allusion: This rhetorical device is designed to call
something to mind without mentioning it explicitly. Essentially, those who give over their life to God and
accept that he is in control of their fate are loved best. When Milton refers to talent he is relating the loss of his
ability to read and write to the servant in Matthew 25 who buries the money given to him by God in the desert
rather than investing it wisely. This is the belief he propounds within this poem. It is written in iambic
pentameter, and it is separated into one octave, the first eight lines, and one sestet, of the remaining six lines.
Actually they serve him the most who patiently and without a grumble surrender themselves to His will and
endure all spiritual, mental and physical sufferings which God may inflict on them. Milton has been given the
talent of poetic composition, and he takes his role as a poet very seriously. They never take rest. He says that
people who have faith in God and also submit to his royal power have the capacity to render quality services
to Him. However, God is merciful and He has a master plan for everyone on this earth. Milton employs
patience to solve this riddle. Both of these servants were rewarded. Of course he is Omnipotent, all powerful
and Lord of lords and King of kings. The poet compares them with those who have the talent and use it to
serve God. It is indeed a pearl in the ocean of English literature. A talent , in this case, was a significant
amount of money. The poet thinks, in the beginning, that he will not be able to serve God as his sight is gone.
If we look at the form of this sonnet, we shall find it different from the Shakespearian or Italian sonnet. The
Meaning "On His Blindness" is a thought provoking poem that reflects on the reality of being blind. The one
talent of writing which he had, is useless now because without eyesight he cannot write. Here Milton bows
down in humble submission to the will of God. In the end, he is assured that he is serving God like the angels
who just wait for the orders of God. For him, the condition is a spiritual death. The poem is full of allusions to
the bible. The poet goes ahead to think of the royal power of God.


